
Description:  KLUG-CONSERVATION offers a complete boxing system in co -operation with their  

 suppliers for the production of protection packaging for long - term conservation. This  

 boxing system can produce complex, individual sized boxes, cases and folders for  

 small unit orders, serial productions or for large sized objects within minutes using a  

 parametric design program that allows any variation of size from a standard design.  

 All components supplement each other and are optimized for the requirements of  

 libraries, archives and museums.

 The complete boxing system consists of the following main components:

 1) Durable papers, solid boards and corrugated boards especially developed for  

 further processing. All used materials in accordance with the ISO 9706 and   

 DIN 6738:2007 LDK 24 - 85 standards. Materials used for making photographic  

 archiving products are PAT tested.  

 2) Electromechanical equipment for digital object measuring with direct data   

 interface to the boxing system. For further information refer to.  

 3) Customer designed Cutter - Rill - Plotter manufactured by Zuend. We recommend  

 Zuend, „Model L -1200 or L -2500“. The hardware components of the installed  

 Zuend XY plotter are completely modified and accustomed to KLUG products.  

 (cutter, rilling tools, cutting mat, machnine driver unit etc.)   

           

 Zuend is the worlds leading supplier for multi - functional plotter systems as well as 

 for flat bed printers (more than 700 references) with world -wide support.  
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 4) CAD/CAM software „Impact“ is from Arden. The complete user software (CAD  

 macros, driver) is designed in -house at KLUG-CONSERVATION with constant update  

 service. This allows us to react very quickly and economically in the case of software  

 changes or additional customer requests. 

 

 5) Advisory customer service and technical support for operation and maintenance  

 of the boxing system. KLUG-CONSERVATION also offer support for resolving   

 technical problems concerning manufacturing as well for CAD construction. 

 

 6) Further accessories such as adapted CAD/CAM software solutions for the Zuend  

 plotter are also available. 

 

 KLUG-CONSERVATION also offers financial services to either lease or buy the  

 different plotting systems available. 

Further information, such as our „Quality Guarantee“, certificates of independent testing institutions and information regarding 

application methods and instructions are stated on our website klug-conservation.com. 

 

© KLUG-CONSERVATION, 2010; The information in this technical document is based on our technical knowledge and practical experience. Due to the number of factors that may affect 
processing and application, customer tests are essential. A legally binding guarantee of certain application properties cannot be derived from our information document. Errors and modifications 
subject to change without notice.
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